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Welcome to the 2017 International Conference of the Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society, held on the 57th year of our founding by Morris Janowitz. The scholarship presented here is of exceptionally high quality and deals with the most important issues of military professionalism and relations between the military and society. This is an excellent time to renew old acquaintances, make new ones, and, if you are not yet a Fellow of the IUS, to join us. The registration staff will be happy to assist you with this.

As always, this conference has many rising scholars presenting their work, including a number of graduate students. We encourage them to join the IUS as Student Fellows and urge faculty members to subsidize the minimal Fellowship fees of their best students. Please encourage scholars at all levels to become IUS Fellows and to submit their work to *Armed Forces & Society*, the premier journal in our field.

We thank you for your participation in our Conference and for your support of our organization. IUS Fellows form an interdisciplinary and international college of scholars dedicated to the highest standards of social science research on issues of the armed forces and society. Please let us know at the Secretariat (secretariat@iusafs.org) if we can be of professional assistance to you.
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Professor Hans Joas is a sociologist widely known and highly respected for his studies of social theory, pragmatism, social action, religion, changing values, and the study of war and violence.

Professor Joas received his diploma in sociology in 1972 from the Free University of Berlin where he was a research and teaching fellow in the Department of Sociology. He completed his PhD in 1979 and his Habilitation in 1981, while he was a Research Fellow at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development and Education and a Visiting Professor at the University of Tubingen. He is presently the Ernst-Troeltsch Professor for the Study of Religious Sociology at the Humboldt University of Berlin and a Visiting Professor of Sociology and a member of the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago.

Hans is a prolific researcher. In English alone, he has published ten books, edited nine more, and published well over one hundred journal articles or book chapters. He has published more than this in his native German, with a great number published or translated into one of seventeen other languages. The value of his work is indicated by the many awards he has received over the course of his career: the Rene Konig Prize from the German Sociological Association, the Bielefeld Luhmann Prize, the Weiner Heisenberg Medal from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, the Hans Killian Prize and the Max Planck Research Award. In addition, he has received honorary doctorates from the University of Tubingen and from Uppsala University in Sweden.

Of note for the fellows of IUS, gathered here tonight, is the work Hans has done to advance the study of war and modernity, social theories about war and peace, and human rights.
Rene Moelker

René Moelker received his masters degree in sociology from the Catholic University in Brabant in 1986 and his doctorate from the Erasmus University in Rotterdam in 1992. He served for two years on the faculty of the Netherlands Naval Academy. In 1994, he was appointed to and currently serves on the faculty of the Netherlands Defense Academy, where he has proven to be a leader in teaching and research, both within his institution and within the wider profession of military sociologists.

Moelker is a prolific scholar. He has over 100 publications, including most recently over ten books or edited books and over twenty book chapters and peer-reviewed journal articles. These publications cover a wide-range of substantive matters dealing amongst others with the theory and methods of military sociology, with military organization and moral responsibility for the use of force, and with the effects of military service on military families. The main question that he addresses asks how military force can be used responsibly, to care for the lives and wellbeing of soldiers, veterans, and civilians caught up in the experience of collective violence. His current work is a comparative ethnographic study of veterans in the USA and the Netherlands.

In addition, Rene contributes to build the professional organizations on which we depend to do our work. He is a member of the Council of IUS and a member of the editorial board of our journal Armed Forces and Society. He has served as the acting president of the European Research Group on Military and Society (ERGOMAS), is currently treasurer of ERGOMAS, and secretary of its working group on military families. He also sits on the editorial board of Res Militares.

Patricia Shields

Pat Shields received a bachelor’s degree in economics from the University of Maryland in 1973 and a masters’ in economics in 1975 and PhD in public administration in 1977 from The Ohio State University. She has been a member of the Department of Political Science at Texas State University since 1978. There she directed the Masters of Public Administration Program for 18 years. Pat has been recognized for her teaching and scholarship at the state and national level.

Pat Shields has published four books and over 60 book chapters and peer-reviewed journal articles. She has long studied the interface between society and military. This began with an examination of the equity of the US recruitment process during the Vietnam War, which was published in Armed Forces & Society in 1980. Other topics include gender and minority integration, civil military relations, military sociology, peacekeeping, and privatization. She is also known for applying the philosophy of pragmatism to research methods, public administration, public finance, peacekeeping, peace studies and military strategy.

Pat has been engaged in professional service serving on the council and accrediting body for the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration. She has served on the editorial board of six journals and on the IUS council. Her service as Editor-in-Chief of Armed Forces & Society began in 2001.
THE DAY IN BRIEF

7a.m. - 5:45 p.m. REGISTRATION 2nd Floor

All Day Coffee
Lake Fairfax Foyer 2nd Floor

8 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Panel Sessions
Lake Fairfax Rooms 2nd Floor
Lake Anne Rooms 2nd Floor
Reston and Lake Thoreau Rooms 2nd Floor

11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Lunch
There are many great restaurants in the area.

1 - 6 p.m. Panel Sessions
Lake Fairfax Rooms 2nd Floor
Lake Anne Rooms 2nd Floor
Reston and Lake Thoreau Rooms 2nd Floor

6 - 7 p.m. RECEPTION
Regency Foyer and Terrace 2nd Floor
Conference participants are warmly invited to attend.

7 - 9 p.m. BANQUET
Grand Ballroom D 2nd Floor
Friday 3 November
8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX B  Rethinking the Information Instrument of Power

Chair  Stephen J. Mariano, National War College
Discussant  Steve Heffington, United States Air Force

“Intelligence as an Element of Power”
Jennifer Smith-Heys, National Intelligence University

“Intelligence Operations”
Laura Manning-Johnson, National War College
Charles Pasquale, National War College
“Ideas/Innovation as an Element of Power”
Alexander Bullock, United States Army

“Ideology as an Element of Power”
Elena Kovlova, National War College
Stephen J. Mariano, National War College

“Influence as an Element of Power”
Vangla Ram, National Intelligence University
Dave Newell, National Intelligence University

“Identity as an Element of Power”
Sarah Meharg, Peace and Conflict Planners

**LAKE ANNE A**       We’re Not in Kansas Anymore...Leadership in Cyber Extremis

**Chair & Discussant**       Didier Danet, French Military Academy of Saint-Cyr

“Cyber Crises as New Riddles for Leaders to Unlock: Leadership in Cyber Extremis”
Dave I. Cotting, Virginia Military Institute

“Preparing Tomorrow’s Leaders for Cyberspace”
Jeffrey G. Smith, Jr., Virginia Military Institute

“Positions, Orientations, and Reflections on Cyberwarfare within the French Army: The Question of Leadership”
Claude Weber, French Military Academy of Saint-Cyr
“The Command Post and the Field, Technology, Strategy, and Tactics”
Karl Yden, Chalmers University of Technology

LAKE ANNE B Veteran Politics

Chair & Discussant: Jim Golby, US Army

“Borrowed Valor: Retired Generals, Campaign Endorsements, and Political Capital in the United States”
Gilad Wenig, University of Maryland College Park

Tyson Chatagnier, University of Houston
Jonathan Klinger, Vanderbilt University

“Continuing the Mission? Evaluating Veterans’ Civic Engagement with Time Use Data”
Meredith Kleykamp, University of Maryland College Park

"Military Cohorts, Partisan Tendencies, and Trump: Is the Veteran Vote Trending Republican?"
Jeremy Teigen, Ramapo College
David Leal, University of Texas
“Teaching War at West Point from a Sociological Perspective”  
Morten G. Ender, U.S. Military Academy  
Remi Hajjar, U.S. Military Academy

“Complicating Perspectives: Using Film to Teach about Asymmetrical War”  
Michelle Sandhoff, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

“Learning Sociology through the Thinking and Research of Sociologists on the Military and War”  
Wilbur J. Scott, U.S. Air Force Academy  
David R. Segal, University of Maryland  
Karin DeAngelis, U.S. Air Force Academy

“Teaching on Diversity and Leadership in the Military in the PME Environment: Challenges and Solutions”  
Amy Baxter, The Air University
10 to 11:30 a.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Roundtable on Realism, National Security and Civil-Military Relations in the Trump Administration: Revolutionary Change or Conservative Continuity?

Chair  Paul Viotti & David Goldfischer, University of Denver

Peter Feaver, Duke University
Christopher Layne, Texas A&M University
Gabriela Thornton, Texas A&M University
Robert Williams, Pepperdine University

RESTON B  Recruiting the Force I

Chair & Discussant  Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research

“Breaking Away from a White Male Organization? Expert Opinions on Recruitment of Women and Ethnic Cultural Minorities”
Philippe Manigart, Valerian Lecoq, Rene Moelker, Tessa op den Buys, Frank Brundtland Steder, Johan Osterberg, Emma Jonsson, Nancy Otis, and Tibor Szvircsev Tresch

“Officer Cadets’ Perceptions of the Regular Officer Training Program (ROTP) Recruitment Process and College Experience: A Gender Comparison”
Grazia Scoppio, Royal Military College of Canada
Nancy Otis, Director General Military Personnel Research and Analysis (DGMPRA) National Defence
Yan (Lizzie) Yan and Sawyer Hogenkamp, Queen’s University
Sawyer Hogenkamp, Queen’s University
“The Land of the Free and the Home of the Brave”
    Caroline Sutton, University of Central Florida

“Military Propensity through Time Perspective: Sources of Motivation for IDF Enlistment over the Years”
    Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research

**LAKE FAIRFAX B**  
**Current Directions in Military Cross-Cultural Competence—Research Findings and Classroom Application**

**Chair**  
Louise Rasmussen, Global Cognition

**Discussant**  
Lauren Mackenzie, US Marine Corps University

    Louise Rasmussen, Global Cognition

“Cross-Cultural Competence in the Graduate-Level Classroom: Current Directions at Marine Corps University”
    Lauren Mackenzie, US Marine Corps University

“Cultivating Cross-Cultural Competence at West Point”
    Remi Hajjar, US Military Academy

“Practical Strategies for Building Cross-Cultural Competency in the Army Classroom”
    Angela Aube, US Army Training & Doctrine Command Cultural Center
LAKE ANNE B  NATO Today and Tomorrow

Chair & Discussant  Jack Porter, The Citadel

“Bridging Research and Policy: Examining NATO Defense Personnel Relations in a Global War on Terror”
Rebecca L. Schiff, US Naval War College
Irina Goldenberg, Department of National Defence Canada

“Foreign Policy Change in Turbulent Times: Sweden, Politics, and the Contested Issue of NATO Membership”
Karl Yden, Chalmers University of Technology
Joakim Berndtsson, University of Gothenburg
Magnus Petersson, IFS

LAKE ANNE A  Peace Operations in Africa

Chair & Discussant  Steve Dalzell, RAND

“Contemporary Peacemaking and Peacekeeping in Africa”
Rialize Ferreira, UNISA-University of South Africa

Chiara Ruffa, Swedish Defense University/Uppsala University
Sebastiaan Rietjens, Netherlands Defense Academy

“Research Notes: From ‘Long War’ as Theory and its Application to Somalia”
Paul R. Camacho, University of Massachusetts
Ibrahim Imann, Independent Researcher
Pascal Vennesson, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Gunnar Breivik, Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies
Trond Svela Sand, Independent Researcher
Anders McD Sookermany, Norwegian Defence University College

“Civil-Military Interaction in Risk Management—The Case of Japan”
Saya Kiba, Doshisha University

“Variations in Risk Transfer”
Yagil Levy, The Open University

11:30 - 1 p.m. LUNCH
There are many restaurants in the area from which to choose.
1 to 2:30 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Revisiting The Professional Soldier Part 1—Janowitz Hypotheses

Chair  Kerry Fosher, Center for Advanced Operational Cultural Learning

Discussant  James Burk, Texas A&M University

“Professional Authority and the United States Army of the Twenty-First Century”
Charles D. Allen, US Army War College

“Getting to the Top: How and Why Scholars Study Military Career Paths”
Laura Miller, RAND

“Optimizing Military Advice to Civilian Authority”
Damon Coletta, United States Air Force Academy

“The Military and the Labor Market: Recruiting in Perspective”
Amanda Nguyen, University of Maryland College Park
LAKE FAIRFAX B  Civilian Oversight in Historical Perspective

Chair & Discussant  Richard Kohn, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

“Civil-Military Tensions in the Tripolitan War, 1801-1805”  
Thomas Sheppard, TA Consulting

“Legislation and the Military: Creating Inter-Service Jointness”  
Heather Salazar, Ohio University

LAKE ANNE A  The American State and the Soldier in the 21st Century—Contemporary Challenges to Civil Military Relations

Chair  Rachel M. Sondheimer, US Military Academy
Discussant  Heidi Urben, US Army

“Continuity and Change in Cadet Perceptions of Ideology: New Data from a New Administration”  
Rachel Sondheimer, US Military Academy  
John Chambers, US Military Academy

“The Effects of War Casualties on Voting Behavior in Rural America”  
Kaine Meshkin, US Military Academy

“Veteran Political Candidates and Barriers to Entry”  
Michael Wright, Harvard University
“From Combat to Corrections: The Effects of Military Service on Correctional Officers”
Heidi Brockmann Demarest, US Military Academy

“Learning on the Job: Civil-Military Education and the Senior Civilian Workforce”
Delaney Brown, US Military Academy
Elizabeth Verardo, US Military Academy

LAKE ANNE B Civil-Military Relations

Chair & Discussant Jack D Kem, US Army Command and General Staff College

“Generals and Statesmen: Working Friendly Together”
Jack Kem, US Army Command and General Staff College

“Meeting the Civil-Mil Leadership Challenges in the National Security Arena (NSA)”
William J. Davis, US Army Command and General Staff College

“Enough About Rights! Let’s Talk Responsibilities”
John Modinger, US Army Command and General Staff College

“Civil-Military Impacts on War Plan Development”
Josiah Grover, US Army Command and General Staff College
David Rapone, US Army Command and General Staff College
“Sociology and Military Studies: Classical and Current Foundations”
Joseph Soeters, Netherlands Defence Academy

“Chessboards, Figurations, and Constellations: How Military Identities Shape Orientations and Preferences”
Christophe Pajon, French Air Force Research Center

“Authorship and Affiliation in Armed Forces & Society:
Developmental Trends Across Volumes 1-41”
Anders McD Sookermany, Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies
Trond Svela Sand, Independent Researcher
Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy

“Implementing Complexity Theory as an Approach for Understanding Protracted Conflicts”
Hermann Jung, Independent Researcher

“Research Notes: From ‘Long War’ to ‘Long Peace’ with Its Application to Somalia”
Paul R. Camacho, University of Massachusetts
RESTON B  Demographics and Defenses in the Asia Pacific

Chair & Discussant  Cynthia Watson, National War College

“Demographics in Destiny: India’s Coming Regional Hegemony in the Asia-Pacific”
Kelly John Ward, National War College

“Older and Wiser? Japan’s Shrinking and Aging Population and National Security”
Tania Chacho, US Military Academy

“Manning Taiwan’s Military: Taipei and the 2000 Defense Reorganization Acts”
Bernard Cole, National Defense University

Cynthia Watson, National War College
2:45 to 4:15 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Special Operations Forces: Control, Missions, and Strategic Considerations

**Chair**  Kobi Michael, Institute for National Security Studies

**Discussant**  Eitan Shamir, Bar Ilan University

“Size Matters: Special Operations and Strategic Security in Small and Large States”
Jessica Glicken Turnley, Galisteo Consulting Group
Ulrica Pettersson, Swedish Defense University

“SOF as Military Startups: Communities, Entrepreneurs, and Reputations”
Eyal Ben-Ari, Kinneret College on the Sea of Galilee

“Special Operations Forces as the Silver Bullet: Strategic Helplessness and Weakened Civilian Control”
Kobi Michael, Institute for National Security Studies

“Limited Conflicts, Risk, and SOF: Implications for Strategy and Civil-Military Relations”
James Kiras, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies
“The Military as Social Experiment: History, Rhetoric, and Politics”
Jacqueline D. Whitt, US Army War College

"The Soul of the Army Profession: What Is It and Why Does It Matter?"
Don M. Snider, US Army War College

“The Evolution of PME after Afghanistan: From Counter-Insurgency Back to High Intensity Conflict”
J. Craig Stone, Canadian Forces College

Marybeth P. Ulrich, US Army War College

“The Profession of Arms: Common or Missing Links?”
Charles D. Allen, US Army War College
LAKE ANNE A

Military Families

Chair
Rene Moelker, Netherland Defence Academy

Discussant
David Smith, US Naval Academy

“New Families in the IDF: Towards Diversity in Family Policies”
Meytal Eran-Jona, Haifa University
Dotan Aviram, Israeli Defense Forces

“Strange Bedfellows or New Family Patterns? Organizational
Responses to Same-Sex Couples and Non-Traditional Family
Structures”
David Smith, US Naval Academy
Karin De Angelis, US Air Force Academy

“What Happens on Board Stays On Board? Effects of
Communication Strategies on Relationship Quality”
Manon Andres, Netherlands Defence Academy
Rene Moelker, Netherlands Defence Academy

“Perceived Influences of the Relationship Between Military Spouses
Partners and the Military Institution on Well-Being”
Rachael Gribble, King’s College London
Nicola Fear, King’s College London
Laura Goodwin, King’s College London
Sian Oram, King’s College London
The Challenge of the Mideast

Chair & Discussant
Michael P. Noonan, Foreign Policy Research Institute

“Heroin and Holy War: Exploiting Heterogeneous Preference Orderings in Irregular Warfare”
Leo Blanken, Naval Postgraduate School
Jason Lepore, California Polytechnic Institute
Kai Thaxton, US Army

“Quantifying the Advisory Expertise of Elite Military Forces”
Steve Grenier, Johns Hopkins University

“Tribal Mobilization, the Consolidation of Political Power, and Regional Influence: The Case of Ninewa, Iraq”
Ian Rice, US Army

Grappling with Strategic Challenges

Chair & Discussant
Pascal Vennesson, RSIS, Nanyang Technological University

“Institutional Analysis of Strategic Threat Assessment: A Canadian Example”
Eric Ouellet, Canadian Forces College & Royal Military College of Canada

“No Future? Transatlantic Uncertainties and the Search for a European Global Strategy”
Sami Makki, Sciences Po-Lille
“The Limits of Ends, Ways, Means: Proposing an Alternate Model of Strategy for the U.S. Military”
Andrew C. Webb, Johns Hopkins University

RESTON A         Race, Sex and Gender in the Force

Chair & Discussant Brenda Moore, State University of New York, Buffalo

“Attitudes Towards Transgender Military Service in the US Armed Forces”
Ryan Kelty, US Air Force Academy
Morten Ender, United States Military Academy
David Rohall, Missouri State University

“Combat Integration and the Future of African American Female Leadership in the US Army”
Carolyn Washington, State University of New York at Buffalo

“Responding to Sex- and Gender-based Misconduct in the Military: Lessons Learned from the Deterrence Literature”
Sara Rubenfeld, Department of National Defence, Canada
Stefan Wolejszo, Department of National Defence, Canada

“Sexual Harassment in the Military: Recent Findings, Historical Patterns, Unintended Measurement Issues”
Richard J. Harris, University of Texas at San Antonio
4:30 to 6 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  The Cyber Dimension in Conflict

Chair & Discussant  Stephen J. Mariano, National War College

“The Fifth Sphere: The Perception of Cyber Threat during Operation Protective Edge”

Liraz Sapir, Tel Aviv University
LAKE FAIRFAX B  The Narrative of Conflict

Chair & Discussant  John DeRosa, George Mason University

“National Security Narratives: Past and Present”
Angelica R. Martinez, George Mason University
John DeRosa, George Mason University

“A New Orientation in the Era of Weaponized Narrative”
Jeff Kubiak, Arizona State University

“Multilevel Approaches for Investigating Visual Narrative in Terror Communications”
Michael Jablonski, Georgia State University

Scott W. Ruston, Arizona State University
Emily Parriott, Georgia Tech University
Rachel Schaefers, Independent

Susan F. Bryant, National Defense University

“Mapping Russian Nuclear Narratives”
John DeRosa, George Mason University
LAKE ANNE A  The Political Economics of Armed Forces

Chair & Discussant  Guy Siebold, Attorney

“The Banking and Defense Nexus in the Balkans”
Jeffrey S. Allen, Johns Hopkins SAIS

“Post-Modern Military Organizations: The Horizontal-Third Order Hypothesis”
Guy L. Siebold, Attorney

“The Political Economy of the Philippine Military: Norming, Gaps, and Challenges”
Rosalie Arcala Hall, University of the Philippines-Visayas

“Scientific Research for Defense: The Birth of the Military-Industrial Complex”
Daniel H. Else III, George Washington University

LAKE ANNE B  How Unique should the Military (Academy) Be?
—A Cadet Panel

Chair  Morten Ender, U.S. Military Academy
Presider  Jacob Absalon, U.S. Military Academy

Carolyn Kehn, U.S. Military Academy
Sam Crump, U.S. Military Academy
Robert Sparano, U.S. Military Academy
Sajon Weeks, U.S. Military Academy
EVENING EVENTS

RECEPTION
6 to 7 p.m.
Regency Foyer and Terrace 2nd Floor
All Conference participants are warmly invited to attend.

BANQUET
7 to 9 p.m.
Grand Ballroom D 2nd Floor

Welcome & Introductions
James Burk
Texas A&M University
IUS Chair and President

GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD
Amanda Nguyen, University of Maryland

MORRIS JANOWITZ CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Rene Moelker
Patricia Shields

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Hans Joas, Humbolt University Berlin and University of Chicago
“Post-national Imperialism? A Militarist Tradition of Thinking and Its Contemporary Relevance”
THE DAY IN BRIEF

REGISTRATION
7:30 - 11:00 a.m. & 1:30 - 5:00 p.m.

7 - 8:15 a.m.  IUS Council Breakfast Meeting  Regency Ballroom A 2nd Floor

All Day  Coffee
Lake Fairfax Foyer  2nd Floor

8:30 am - 12 pm  Panel Sessions
Lake Fairfax Rooms  2nd Floor
Lake Anne Rooms  2nd Floor
Reston and Lake Thoreau Rooms  2nd Floor

12 - 1:30 p.m.  LUNCHEON  Regency Ballroom  2nd Floor

1:30 - 6:30 p.m.  Panel Sessions
Lake Fairfax Rooms  2nd Floor
Lake Anne Rooms  2nd Floor
Reston and Lake Thoreau Rooms  2nd Floor

PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Conservatory  Ground Floor

All Conference Participants are warmly invited to attend.
Saturday 4 November

8:30 to 10:00 a.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Mobilizing Media—A Deep and Comparative Analysis of Magazines, Music, and Videos in the Context of Terrorism

Chair & Discussant  Anthony F. Lemieux, Georgia State University

“A Multimodal Interaction Model for Analyzing Deash’s Videos”
Carol Winkler, Georgia State University
Jonathan Pieslak, City College of New York
Kareem el-Damonhoury, Georgia State University

“Implicit Motives in Islamic State Propaganda”
Rebecca A. Wilson, Georgia State University

“Islamic State’s ‘Grayzones’ and the Reciprocal Legitimation of ‘Clashing Civilizations’ Discourse”
Akil N. Away, University of London

“The Evolution of the Islamic State through its Anashid”
Nelly Lahoud, International Institute for Strategic Studies
Jonathan Pieslak, City College of New York

“Cherry-Picking the Qur’an—Loose and Misleading Theology in Daesh’s Dabiq”
Ian Campbell, Georgia State University
“Best of Both Worlds? Articulating the Skills of the Citizen Soldier”
Zoe Morrison, University of Aberdeen
Sarah Cunningham-Burley, University of Edinburgh
Vince Connelly, Oxford Brookes University
Wendy Loretto, University of Edinburgh
Scott Tindal, University of Edinburgh

Irina Goldenberg, Canadian Armed Forces
Joanna E. Anderson, Defence Research and Development Canada

“Support for the Families of Reservists: Too Much, Too Little, or About Right?”
Vince Connelly, Oxford Brookes University
Nicola Fear, King’s College London
Zoe Morrison, Aberdeen University
Sarah Hennelly, Oxford Brookes University
Joanna Smith, Oxford Brookes University

“Future Reserves 2020 and Cohesion in British Army Reserve Logistics Units”
Patrick Bury, Cranfield University
LAKE ANNE A  Veteran Re-Integration

Chair  Meredith Kleykamp, University of Maryland
Discussant  Brittany Dernberger, University of Maryland

“The Relationship Between US Military Service and STEM Outcomes: Organizational and Intersectional Dynamics”
Christina R. Steidl, University of Alabama
Regina Werum, University of Nebraska
Alice Miller MacPhee, University of Nebraska
Jacob Absalon, United States Military Academy

“How Injury Visibility Generates Social Inequality for Wounded Veterans”
Sidra Montgomery, University of Maryland

“Serving Military-Affiliated Employees in the Private Sector”
Vivian Greentree, First Data Corporation

LAKE ANNE B  Armed Forces and Society—Historical Perspectives

Chair & Discussant:  Thomas Shepherd, TA Consulting

“Patterns and Profiles of those Killed in Action during the Dutch East Indies Independence War of 1945-1949”
Erwin Bieri, Netherlands Defence Academy
“Good God, did we really send men to fight in that? The Kirke Committee and Lesson Learning in the Interwar British Army”
Mason Watson, The Ohio State University

“The Effects of Wartime Journalism on American Troop Morale in the Italian Campaign, 1943-1945”
Alexander Falbo, Marine Corps University

“The Civil War in Indian Territory: Lessons for Insurgents and COINistas”
Stephen R. Dalzell, RAND

RESTON A  Civil-Military Relations in the United States

Chair & Presenter:  Marybeth Ulrich, US Army War College

Marwa Maziad, University of Washington

“Civil Military Relations and Post-9/11 GI Bill-Era US Veterans Education”
Lesley McBain, National Association of College and University Business Officers

Marybeth Ulrich, US Army War College
Carol Atkinson
The Impact of International Relations on Armed Forces

Chair & Discussant
Leslie Advincula-Lopez, Ateneo de Manila University

“Regional Bilateral Security Agreements and External Threats: Increased Securitization in Chad/Ethiopia/Sudan”
Marie Besancon, Portland State University
Sahar Elfaki, University of Khartoum

“The Philippines-US Bilateral Military Relations: The Ties that Bind, or So it Seems?”
Leslie V. Advincula-Lopez, Ateneo de Manila University

“Dealing with the Bomb: Civil-Military Relations and Strategies of Proliferation”
Anit Mukherjee, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

“Chanikiya Kutialiya & Indian Strategic Thinking: Regional Implications”
Muhammad Jawad Hashmi, University of Gujrat, Pakistan
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

**LAKE FAIRFAX A**  Revisiting The Professional Soldier Part 2—How Influential is Janowitz Today?

**Chair**  Thomas Crosbie, University of Maryland  
**Discussant**  David Segal, University of Maryland

“Janowitz Pragmatic Sociology”  
Patricia M. Shields, Texas State University

“Janowitz, Civil-Military Relations and the Education of Officers”  
Suzanne Nielsen and Hugh Liebert, United States Military Academy

“Janowitz in Historical Perspective”  
Richard H. Kohn, University of North Carolina

“Janowitz or Abbott: Who Influenced the Army’s Project to Redefine itself as a Profession?”  
Don M. Snider, Strategic Studies Institute

**LAKE FAIRFAX B**  Updates on Sexual Harassment and Assault in the US Military

**Chair**  Dave McCone, US Air Force Academy  
**Discussant**  Nate Galbreath, Department of Defense Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office
“Sexual Harassment and Assault at the US Service Academies”
Judy Rosenstein, US Naval Academy
Karin De Angelis, US Air Force Academy
Dave McConne, US Air Force Academy

“Longitudinal Assessment of Risk Factors for Military Sexual Aggression among Enlisted Male Navy Personnel”
Valerie Stander, Naval Health Research Center
Cynthia Thompsen, Naval Health Research Center
Lex Merril, Naval Health Research Center
Joel Milner, Northern Illinois University

“A Historical Review of the Law and Military Policies Related to Rape and Sexual Assault”
Julie Carson, Department of Defense Federal Advisory Committee

“Monitoring Sexual Harassment and Sexual Assault in Occupational Training Environments”
Laura Miller, RAND

LAKE ANNE A National Security—The Influence of Civil-Military Relations on the Environment
Chair Jean Mansavage, US Air Force Historical Studies Office
Discussant Tad McCall, Texas A&M Natural Resource Institute
“The Last Tactical Mile: Energy and Expeditionary Warfare”
Michael Wu, New America Foundation

“War and Peace and Wildlife: The National Wildlife Refuge System and the US Military”
Mark Madison, US Fish and Wildlife Service

“Sentinel Landscapes: DoD Partnerships with Conservation NGO’s and Civilian Agencies to Sustain Military Range Capabilities”
Jean Mansavage, US Air Force Historical Studies Office

“Environmental Consequences of Authoritarian Regimes during the Late Cold War and Beyond”
Richard Tucker, University of Michigan

**LAKE ANNE B**

Translation Complexities—Rendering Academic Rigor Accessible to Military Audiences

**Chair**  Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University

**Discussant**  Susan Johnston, Marine Corps University

“Being Right Isn’t Enough: Factors Affecting the Translation of Science in Government Contexts”
Kerry Fosher, Marine Corps University

“The Complexities of Combining Cultural Training & Applied Research for Diverse Audiences”
Kristin Post, Marine Corps University
“The Cowboy and the Philosopher: Negotiating Approaches in Translation Research”
Eric Gauldin, Marine Corps University

“Translation Complexities in Distance Education: Integrating Culture General Skills into Region-Specific Content for Military Students”
Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University

RESTON A Challenges and Opportunities in South America

Chair & Discussant Bryan Selmeski, Air University

“From War to Peace: Transforming the Colombian Defense Sector Following Peace with the FARC”
Lina Gonzalez, Georgetown University
Aaron C. Taliaferro

“Challenges and Opportunities for the Colombian Armed Forces in a Post-Conflict Scenario”
Samuel Ignacio Rivera-Paez, Colombian National War College

“Military Justice in Latin America”
Maria Celina D’Aruajo, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro
Chair
Jack Binkley, Loyola University Chicago
Discussant
Louis Hicks, St. Mary’s College of Maryland

“Civil-Military Relations in Hybrid-Regimes: The Role of Informal Rules and Institutions in the Russian Armed Forces”
Jack J. Porter, The Citadel

“The Democratic Control of the Romanian Security Sector: From Theory to Practice”
Marian Zulean, University of Bucharest
Emilia Sercan, University of Bucharest

“Civil-Military Relations in France under the Hollande Presidency”
Sami Makki, Sciences Po Lille

Sofia Ledberg, Swedish Defence University
IUS BUFFET LUNCHEON
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
Regency Ballroom 2nd Floor

Welcome
Robert A. Vitas
Lithuanian Studies and Research Center
IUS Executive Director

Remarks
James Burk
Texas A&M University
IUS Chair & President

● CONFERENCE NOTES ●
1:30 to 3:00 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Military Sociology in Turkey

Chair  David Segal, University of Maryland
Presenter  Ryan Kelty, US Air Force Academy

“Organizational Predictors of Work Engagement among Turkish Military Officers”
Cihan Aydiner and Ugur Orak

“Motivation to Serve in the Turkish Armed Forces”
Cihan Aydiner and Ugur Orak

“An Outlook of the Turkish Military after the July 15, 2016 Attempted Coup”
A. Kadir Varoglu, Dr. Baskent University
Unsal Sigri, Dr. Baskent University

“The Impact of Asymmetric Warfare on the Reconfiguration of Military Education: Turkey’s Case”
Unsal Sigri, Dr. Baskent University
A. Kadir Varoglu, Dr. Baskent University
Mesut Uyar, University of New South Wales, Canberra

“Transformation of the Turkish Armed Forces and Turkish Civil-Military Relations in the 21st Century”
Ozgur Ozkan, University of Washington

LAKE FAIRFAX B  Harnessing New Ideas, Capabilities, and Technology for War One Hundred Years Ago—American and Canadian Perspectives on Building Forces for the Great War
Chair & Discussant    Dane Coffman, Independent Military Historian

“The Mobilization of the United States National Guard, 1917-1918”
   Allen Skinner, US Army Reserve

“The Politics and Creation of the National Army, 1917-1919”
   John Boyd, US Army Chaplain Corps

“Nationalism Takes Wings: Canadian Airmen and the Sense of Identity in the Great War, 1916-1918”
   Rachel Lea Heide, National Defence Headquarters

LAKE ANNE A    Military Decision-Making

Chair & Discussant    Damon Coletta, US Air Force Academy

“Military Interventions Decision-Making in France Compared to the US”
   Barbara Jankowski, Institute for Strategic Studies, France

“How Generals Decide: Skilled Intuition and Operational Effectiveness”
   Pascal Vennesson, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

“Sense Making During Combat—A Grounded Theory”
   Uzi Ben-Shalom, Ariel University
LAKE ANNE B  Military Structure—Human and Operational Challenges

Chair & Discussant  David Kritz, National Intelligence University

“Closing the Language Gap: How Machine Language Translation Can Assist Military Intelligence and Increase Employee Retention”
   David J. Kritz, National Intelligence University

RESTON A  The Military Family

Chair & Discussant  Laura Miller, RAND

   Irina Goldenberg
   Joanna E. Anderson

“The Public and Employer Evaluations of Military Spouses Seeking Work”
   Meredith Kleycamp, University of Maryland
   Brittany Dernberger, University of Maryland
“Essential Ingredients of Peer Support for Bereaved Survivors: A Qualitative Study”
Paul T. Bartone, National Defense University
Jocelyn V. Bartone, Military Sociologist, Annapolis, MD
John M. Violanti, State University of New York
Zaneta M. Gileno, Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors

3:15 to 4:45 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  How to Build an Academic Field: Morris Janowitz’s Influence in the Early Years
Chair  James Burk, Texas A&M University
Facilitator  Morten Ender, U.S. Military Academy
Christopher Dandeker, King’s College
Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research
Brenda Moore, SUNY - Buffalo
David Segal, University of Maryland
Mady Wechsler Segal, University of Maryland
Michel-Louis Martin, University of Toulouse-Capitole

LAKE FAIRFAX B  The Role of Culture at Home and Abroad
Chair & Discussant  Eyal Lewin, Ariel University
Blaise Nkfunkoh Ndamnsah, University of Ljubljana
“Impact of Different Cultures and Religions on Military Operations: Considering a Millennial Generation”
Jeannie E. Franks, KJViZion

“Cultural Matching and the Meaning of Quality”
Amanda K. Nguyen, University of Maryland

LAKE ANNE A Public Opinion’s Impact on the Armed Forces

Chair & Discussant Irina Jelisic, Netherlands Defense Academy

“Public Support and Military Social Cohesion after (Future) Combat-Related Casualties: The Case of Japan”
Atsushi Yasutomi, Research Institute for Peace and Security, Tokyo

“Same but Different? Public Support for Armed Forces in Two Germanys”
Heiko Biehl, Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und Sozialwissenschaften der Bundeswehr

“Militarizing Public Opinion: Military Culture, Vote Share, and Support for War Termination”
Justin LoScalzo, Colgate University
Danielle Lupton, Colgate University

“Support the Troops, Support the War? Conceptions of Soldiering and Support for the Use of Force: An Experiment”
Ronald Krebs, University of Minnesota
Robert Ralston, University of Minnesota
Aaron Rapport, Cambridge University
LAKE ANNE B  
**Issues in Military Law and Justice**

**Chair & Discussant**  
Chad G. Kunsman, Chicago-Kent College of Law

“Let Slip the Laws of War! Legalism, Legitimacy, and Civil-Military Relations”
Doyle Hodges, Princeton University

“Do Unto Others in War? The Golden Rule in Law of Armed Conflict Training”
Matthew Zommer, The Citadel

“On Combat Veterans' Justice: American Special Treatment Courts, A model for International Adoption?”
Chad G. Kunsman, Chicago-Kent College of Law

RESTON A  
**Veterans—Their Place and Status in Society**

**Chair & Discussant**  
Wilbur Scott, US Air Force Academy

“Why do Retired Military Officers Enter Politics? An Empirical Analysis of Indonesia’s Military Academy Graduates”
Terence Lee, National University of Singapore
Evan Laksamana, Syracuse University
“An Analysis of the Extent to Which Dutch Veterans Feel Appreciated by Society”
  Jacco Duel, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Melanie Dirksen, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Martin Elands, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Yvon de Reuver, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Gielt Algra, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Jeoffrey van Woensel, Netherlands Veterans Institute  
  Marjolein van der Werf, Netherlands Veterans Institute

“Meaning Making among the Estonian Veterans”
  Tiia-Triin Truusa, University of Tartu

“The Restoration of the Soviet Military Veteran—Soviet Veterans of the War in Afghanistan and their Place (and Purpose) under President Vladimir Putin”
  Jack Porter, The Citadel

LAKE THOREAU Gender and Service

Chair & Discussant: Steve Grenier, Johns Hopkins University

“Incorporating the Gender Perspective into the Work of the Armed and Security Forces”
  Alejandro Jose Alvarez, Argentine Army

“Status Incongruity and Backlash in Performance Evaluations: Defending the Gendered Military Status Quo”
  David G. Smith, US Naval Academy
  Judith E. Rosenstein
“Men’s Attitudes: A Major Obstacle for Women’s Success in the Military”

Frank Brudtland Steder, Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

5:00 to 6:30 p.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A

Best Military Advice in the Trump Administration Roundtable

Chair & Discussant

Peter Feaver, Duke University

Richard Kohn, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Risa Brooks, Marquette University
James Golby, US Army

LAKE FAIRFAX B

Ethical Issues Surrounding the Armed Forces

Chair & Discussant

Don Inbody, Texas State University

“Factors in the Reporting of Unethical Conduct: The Importance of Trust in Leaders”

Michael A. Norton, US Naval Academy

“Proxy War Ethics”

C. Anthony Pfaff, US Army War College

“Trust and the Military Hierarchy”

Joseph T. Mazzocchi, United States Military Academy
LAKE ANNE A  Military Issues in the Middle East

Chair & Discussant  Alex Deep, US Military Academy

“Power Revisited: The US-Iran Hybrid Balance in the Middle East”
Alex Deep, US Military Academy

LAKE ANNE B  Duty and Conscription—Obligation to Country

Chair & Discussant  Rosalie Arcala Hall, University of the Philippines-Visayas

“Identity Construction in Conscripted vs. Non-Conscripted Military Personnel: A British-Israeli Comparison”
Eve Binks, Liverpool Hope University
Dana Grosswirth Kachtan, The Open University of Israel

“When Geopolitics Trumps Postmodernism: Return of Conscription in Lithuania”
Deividas Slekys, Vilnius University
Simona Vapsvaite, Vilnius University

“When Conscription, Civil-Military Relations, and Democratization”
Paul Vasquez, University of Central Florida
Jonathon Powell, University of Central Florida
RESTON A  Addressing Terror and Political Violence

Chair & Presenter:  Paul R. Camacho, University of Massachusetts

“Stirring Up the Insurgents’ Nest: Effects of Foreign Counterinsurgency Forces on Militant Group Emergence”
Jeremy L. Wells, Texas State University

“Terrorist Violence and Nonviolent Military Involvement in Politics”
Chiara Ruffa, Sciences Po – Paris School of International Affairs

LAKE THOREAU  Developing Thinking Leaders

Chair & Presenter:  Richard Lacquement, US Army War College

“Developing Leaders: Understanding the U.S. Army’s Evolving Definition of Leadership”
Katherine Elgin, Princeton University

“Developing Strategic Mindedness for Strategic Leaders”
Richard Lacquement, US Army War College
PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Conservatory 2nd Floor

All Conference participants are warmly invited to attend.
THE DAY IN BRIEF

7 – 9:30 a.m. Buffet Breakfast Regency Ballroom B
2nd Floor

7 - 8:15 a.m. Breakfast Meeting Regency Ballroom A
2nd Floor

Editorial Board of Armed Forces & Society
Chair Patricia M. Shields, Editor
Texas State University

9 a.m. - 11 a.m. Registration
Open for Dues Payments and IUS Business

8:30 – 11:45 a.m. Panel Sessions
Lake Fairfax Rooms 2nd Floor
Lake Anne Rooms 2nd Floor
Reston and Lake Thoreau Rooms 2nd Floor

POST-CONFERENCE MEETINGS

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm ERGOMAS Lake Thoreau
1:15 pm - 2:15 pm ISA RC01 Lake Thoreau
Sunday 5 November

8:30 to 10 a.m.

LAKE FAIRFAX A  Armed Forces and Societies—Confusion and Tension

Chair & Discussant  Eyal Lewin, Ariel University

“Not Their Cup of Tea? Level, Determinants, and Consequences of Citizens’ Knowledge of Security Policy and Military Affairs”
Heiko Biehl, Bundeswehr Center of Military History and Social
Markus Steinbrecher, Bundeswehr Center of Military History and Social

“Problematic Pageantry and the Music for a National Day of Honour”
Jordan Newman, University of Cincinnati

“Kibbutz Under Fire: Back to the Days of Sickle and Bayonet”
Zeev Drory, Kinneret College on the Sea of Galilee
Eyal Lewin, Ariel University
Eyal Ben-Ari, Kinneret College on the Sea of Galilee

LAKE FAIRFAX B  Military Planning and its Impact on the Armed Forces

Chair & Discussant  Aaron Taliaferro, Institute for Defense Analysis

“The Modern US War Planning System’s Theoretical Roots and Experiential Regression”
Jim Cahill, George Mason University
Aaron Taliaferro, Institute for Defense Analyses

“Human-Centric Approach for Military Strength Evaluation”
Goksel Kucukkaya, Old Dominion University
Mustafa Sagir, University of Cincinnati

“Let’s Focus on the Deck Chairs: Holding the British Government to Account in the Defence Arena”
Andrew Dorman, King’s College London

LAKE ANNE A

Recruiting the Force II

Chair & Discussant
Christine Wright-Isak, Florida Gulf Coast University

Vilhelm S. Holsting, Royal Danish Defence College
Morten Braender, Aarhus University

“Implementing a New Basic Military Training System in Sweden—Findings from the First Year”
Johan Osterberg, Swedish Defence University
Eva Johansson, Swedish Defence University
Youth and the Armed Forces—A Cross National Comparative Study
Philippe Manigart, Valerian Lecoq, Rene Moelker, Tessa op den Buys, Frank Brundtland Steder, Johan Osterberg, Emma Jonsson, Nancy Otis, and Tibor Szvircsev Tresch

LAKE ANNE B
Citizen Soldiers: The Perpetual Tension

Chair & Discussant
James Griffith, National Center for Veterans Studies

“Relationships of Deployment and Combat Experiences to Post-Deployment Negative Health Conditions among Army National Guard Soldiers”
James Griffith, University of Utah

“Blood or Treasure? Cost Salience and Military Mobilization”
Jessica D. Blankshain, US Naval War College
Lindsay P. Cohn, US Naval War College

“The Revival of the French Reserve Component: An Imperious Necessity?”
Arnaud Planiol, French Army
LAKE THOREAU  The Role of Leadership in Facilitating Ethical Behavior and Trust

Chair & Discussant  Jeff Lucas, University of Maryland

Jeff Lucas, University of Maryland, College Park
Paul Hanges, University of Maryland, College Park
Todd Woodruff, United States Military Academy
Wesley Huey, United States Naval Academy
Mike Norton, United States Naval Academy
Karin DeAngelis, United States Air Force Academy
James Dobbs, United States Air Force Academy
Dave McConne, United States Air Force Academy
Amy Baxter, University of Maryland, College Park
Kelly Beavan, University of Maryland College Park

RESTON A  Civil-Military Operations

Chair  Kadir Varoglu, Baskent University
Discussant  Unsal Sigri, Baskent University

“Danish Soldiers Narrate Civil-Military Interaction” Experience, Critique, and Identifying Best Practices”
  Thomas Vladimir Brond, Royal Danish Defence College

“Civil-Military Relations in Colombia: A Concordance Theory Approach”
  Samuel Ignacio Rivera-Paez, Colombian National War College
10:15 to 11:45 a.m.

**LAKE FAIRFAX A  Recruiting the Force II**

**Chair & Discussant** Jeremy Teigen, Ramapo College

“Converting Social, Cultural, and Symbolic Capital and Skills from Military to the Civilian Society and Labor Market—The Cases of Israeli and British Militaries”
Dana Grosswirth Kachtan, The Open University of Israel
Eve Binks, Liverpool Hope University

Tyler Crabb, US Census Bureau
Lori Reeder, US Census Bureau

“Indian Army Veterans and the Issue of O.R.O.P.—A Conceptual Reality”
Leena Parmar, University of Rajasthan

**LAKE FAIRFAX B  Women in the Force—A Comparative Analysis**

**Chair & Discussant** Gerhard Kuemmel, Bundeswehr Center of Military History and Social Research

“An Overview of the Women in Force (WFP) Program for the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF): Enhancing the Impact of a Gender-Specific Realistic Job Preview”
Anna Ebel-Lam, Department of National Defence, Canada
Robert Tucker, Canadian Armed Forces
Julie Maille, Canadian Armed Forces
“Gendered Careers in the Military? The German Case”
Gerhard Kuemmel, Bundeswehr Center of Military History and
Social Research

“Peripheral Actors: Women in the Indian Armed Forces”
Ayesha Ray, King’s College, Pennsylvania

LAKE ANNE A
Foresight Methods for a World of Complexity

Chair & Discussant
Richard Chasdi, Walsh College

"Anticipatory Governance: A Road Ahead."
Leon Fuerth, National Security Adviser for Vice President Al
Gore

"The Center for Complex and Strategic Decisions: The Role of
Visionarios."
Sheila Ronis, Walsh College

"The Value of Complexity Systems Analysis for Counterterrorism."
Richard J. Chasdi, Walsh College
SUNDAY 5 November 2017

POST-CONFERENCE SESSIONS

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm  LAKE THOREAU

Post-Conference meeting of the
European Research Group on Military and Society (ERGOMAS)
Session Leader: ERGOMAS President Helena Carreiras

1:15 pm – 2:15 pm  LAKE THOREAU

Post-Conference meeting of the
International Sociological Association Research Committee 01
Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution
If you are not yet a Fellow of the Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society, we welcome your interest and invite you to join. Please speak with a senior staff member at the Conference Registration area.

Our dues are reasonable, and there are several options available, including two and three-year reduced rates, life fellowship, and student dues.

New Fellows’ dues accepted on site during the course of the Conference will be applied to 2017 (and onward if you elect to remit more than a single year’s fee at this time). Payment can be made by credit card, check or in cash.

Fellowship benefits include discounted registration fees at IUS Conferences, a subscription to the quarterly *Armed Forces & Society*, recognized as the premier journal in the field, on-line access to SAGE Publications’ full-text journals in Sociology and Political Science -- and affiliation with a worldwide network of professionals who share your interests.

www.iusafs.org
secretariat@iusafs.org